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Abstract Ensembles are a set of classification models that, when combined, produce better predictions than when used by themselves. This chapter proposes a new
evolutionary algorithm-based method for creating an ensemble of rule sets consisting of two stages. First, an evolutionary algorithm (more precisely, a genetic programming algorithm) is used to automatically create complete rule induction algorithms. Secondly, the automatically-evolved rule induction algorithms are used to
produce rule sets that are then combined into an ensemble. Concerning this second
stage, we investigate the effectiveness of two different approaches for combining
the votes of all rule sets in the ensemble and two different approaches for selecting
which subset of evolved rule induction algorithms (out of all evolved algorithms)
should be used to produce the rule sets that will be combined into an ensemble.
Keywords: ensembles, evolutionary algorithms, rule induction algorithms,
grammar-based genetic programming

1 Introduction
After many decades of research, classification is still one of the most studied data
mining tasks. Classification problems can be solved by using a variety of types of
algorithms, involving a really diverse set of representations to express classification
models (the outputs of classification algorithms) [1]. Among these, rule induction
algorithms produce classification models in the form of a set of IF-THEN classifi-
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cation rules (sometimes called decision rules), which have the advantage of being a
knowledge representation intuitively comprehensible to the user.
Another type of algorithms that can be used to solve the classification task are
evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [2] are stochastic methods
based on Darwin’s theory of evolution and survival of the fittest. Since they are a
very generic and flexible type of search algorithm, evolutionary algorithms can be
used to build many different types of classification models. In particular, evolutionary algorithms became a common type of method to evolve decision trees [3], classification rules [4, 5] and neural networks [6], and are also often used as parameter
optimizers for many other types of classifiers [7]. More recently, these methods have
been often applied to build ensembles of classification models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
From a search perspective, a motivation for using evolutionary algorithms in data
mining/machine learning is that they perform a population-based global search in
the space of candidate solutions (normally candidate classification models, when
the target problem is classification) [4]. This is in contrast with several other types
of methods, such as the greedy (local search-based) methods typically used by more
conventional types of rule induction algorithms. The global search performed by
evolutionary algorithms makes them less likely to get trapped in local optima in the
search space, by comparison with greedy methods.
Whatever the type of algorithm(s) used to solve a classification problem, in general an effective approach for increasing the predictive accuracy of that(ose) algorithm(s) consists of creating an ensemble of many classification models produced
by that(ose) algorithm(s). An ensemble basically combines the predictions of many
different classification models into a single prediction for each test example (unseen during training), and follows the principle that a “shared” decision will usually
generate better results than an individual one. Actually, building an ensemble of
classification models became a popular research area in classification and other supervised learning tasks (e.g. regression), since such ensembles have been shown to
outperform – in terms of predictive accuracy – a single classification model [13].
In this chapter we are interested in evolutionary algorithms as a type of method
for supporting the creation of an ensemble of classification models – in particular,
an ensemble of rule sets. More precisely, this chapter proposes a new method for
creating an ensemble of rule sets consisting of two stages. First, an evolutionary
algorithm (a genetic programming algorithm) is used to automatically create complete rule induction algorithms. Secondly, the automatically-evolved rule induction
algorithms are used to produce rule sets that are then combined into an ensemble.
Concerning this second stage, we investigate the effectiveness of two different approaches for combining the votes of all rule sets in the ensemble (at prediction time)
and two different approaches for selecting which subset of evolved rule induction
algorithms (out of all evolved algorithms) should be used to produce the rule sets
that will be combined into an ensemble.
The basic idea of using evolutionary algorithms – more specifically, genetic programming – for automatically creating complete rule induction algorithms (rather
than manually designing rule induction algorithms as usual) was proposed in [14].
Note that by complete rule induction algorithm we mean algorithms with approxi-
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mately the same level of complexity as well-known algorithms such as CN2 [15] or
Ripper [16]. That work has shown that genetic programming can successfully take
the automation of data mining/machine learning tasks one step further, by automatically creating rule induction algorithms competitive with manually-designed rule
induction algorithms.
However, in [14] the evolved rule induction algorithms were not used to create an
ensemble. That is, a set of 100 rule induction algorithms (individuals in the genetic
programming algorithm’s population) was evolved, but only the best one at the end
of the evolution was returned as a solution to the user. As argued by Gagne et al. [8],
this selection of the best individual out of many evolved individuals actually represents a missed opportunity for creating an ensemble “for free”, since evolutionary
algorithms naturally work with a (usually large) population of candidate solutions.
At a high level of abstraction, this is the basic idea explored in this work, where
we use the classification models (rule sets) produced by the rule induction algorithms automatically evolved by the genetic programming algorithm to produce an
ensemble of rule sets.
Hence, the main contribution of this work is to propose a new evolutionary
algorithm-based ensemble method where a genetic programming algorithm is used
to evolve a population of complete rule induction algorithms, where the latter are
then used to produce rule sets composing an ensemble. This is a new way of producing a diverse set of classification models. That is, instead of creating diverse
classification models by injecting randomness into some component of a classification algorithm (e.g., injecting randomness in the attribute selection procedure in
random forests – see Section 2), we inject a certain degree of randomness into the
generation of the complete rule induction algorithms that will be used to produce
the classification models that will form an ensemble. This degree of randomness is
due to the stochastic nature of an evolutionary algorithm’s search, which works with
a diverse population of candidate solutions (rule induction algorithms in our case)
spread across the search space. In any case, of course the evolutionary search for
rule induction algorithms is not completely random, since it is actually a heuristic
search guided by the fitness function (which favours rule induction algorithms with
higher classification accuracy). Hence, it is hoped that the evolutionary search will
do a good job of automatically creating a set of rule induction algorithms which are
both accurate and diverse, which would tend to produce rule sets having those corresponding properties, which are desirable properties for an ensemble of classification
models in general.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some background
knowledge on ensembles, and Section 3 introduces concepts of evolutionary algorithms and genetic programming. Section 4 shows how ensembles and evolutionary
algorithms can be combined, and presents some related work. Section 5 gives an
overview of the grammar-based genetic programming method used to evolve the
rule induction algorithms, and describes how the ensemble is built. Finally, Section 6 reports some experimental results, and Section 7 draws some conclusions and
presents some ideas of future work.
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2 Ensembles of Classification Models
The concept of ensembles is based on the idea that combining a set of predictions
coming from different classification models often generates better results than a single prediction produced by one of the models participating in the ensemble. Given
a set of n classification models Ci , where i varies from 1 to n, an ensemble combines all the predictions of those classification models to predict a final class to an
example.
According to [17], ensembles usually obtain better accuracy rates than single
classification models because they solve three important problems that the single
classification models have difficulties in dealing with: the statistical, the computational and the representational problems. The statistical problem refers to the size of
the model’s search space versus the number of training examples available. Many
classification models’ search spaces are simply too large to be explored considering
the limited number of training examples available. Hence, many classification models with similar accuracy rates are found, and choosing one of them is a difficult
task. The single classification model chosen might be one that does not generalize
(on the test set) very well, by comparision with other models with similar classification accuracies in the training set. Ensembles avoid this problem, once a set of
classification models is considered, and the chances of picking only bad models is
reduced.
The computational problem relates to the fact that, as classification model search
spaces are usually huge, one cannot guarantee the best model will be found in a feasible time. In order to cope with this problem, heuristics are used, and they can get
trapped in local optima in the search space. Selecting a set of classification models
instead of just one model reduces the chances of only getting classification models
found around local optima.
The third problem, named representational, concerns classification model spaces
that do not contain any good approximations to the “ideal” model. In this case, a set
of weak classification models might guarantee better results than a single one.
Considering these problems, ensembles are usually built following one of two
approaches. In the first approach, different classification models are built separately
[18], and their predictions combined through some sort of voting scheme. In this
kind of approach, the main difficult lies on how to choose how many and which
classification models will be considered as part of the ensemble [11], as it is known
that the success of an ensemble is highly dependent on how accurate and diverse its
individual classification models are [19, 20]. In the second approach, this problem is
avoided, as the classification models that compose the model are built incrementally,
in a cooperative fashion [12].
Regardless of the approach used to build the ensembles, two important decisions
have to be made: which method will be used to build the set of classification models, and which method will be used to to combine the predictions of each model
into a single prediction. Concerning the methods used to build the ensembles, most
of them work by manipulating the training set [21], the set of attributes [22] or the
output labels of the training instances [23] before giving them to a classification
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algorithm. Some other methods work by injecting some randomness into the classification algorithms [24].
Among the most known methods for ensemble construction are bagging [21],
boosting [25] and random forests [24]. Bagging works by creating multiple data
samples, where each data sample is produced by sampling with replacement the
original training set. These data samples typically have the same size the original
training set has. Therefore, one data sample may have many copies of a specific
example and no copies of others. The classification algorithm is then run on each of
those data samples, producing a set of classification models constituting the ensemble.
Boosting, in contrast, works by setting weights to the training examples in the
original training set. Initially, all the examples have the same weight. A sample of
examples (also with the same size of the original training set) is probabilistically
drawn from the training set. The probability of an example being chosen to be part
of the sample is proportional to its weight. The classification algorithm is run multiple times, sequentially, in iteratively sampled data sets, and at each iteration the
weights of the examples are updated according to the performance of the classification model in that particular iteration. In this way, examples difficult to be classified
have their weights increased more frequently than other instances, which improves
their probabilities of being selected for the next sample which will be used to train
the next iteration of the classification algorithm.
Random forests are methods that combine bagging with randomly built decision
trees. They produce a set of decision trees, each of them using a different sampled
data set. In a popular approach to build a random forest, in order to build each
decision tree, a number m of attributes are randomly selected from the total set of
n attributes available in the training set – where m is typically much smaller than
n. Out of the set of m randomly-selected attributes, the attribute that creates the
best data split is used to label the current node of the decision tree, during the tree
building process. Each decision tree is built to the largest possible extent, and there
is no pruning. When classifying new examples, each tree gives its vote, and the
votes of all decision trees are combined to classify a new example. Random forests
are well-known for not overfitting.
After classification models are built using one of the methods described above or
a related method, another method has to be applied to combine the predictions coming from different classification models. The most common of these combination
methods is the majority voting, where the class assigned to a new example is the
one predicted by the greatest number of classifiers, or some related weighted voting
strategy.
At this point, it is important to note that, although most of the research in ensembles is concentrated on building ensembles using the same classification algorithm, ensembles can also be built using classification models produced by different
classification algorithms (using different model representations). In this case, more
sophisticated techniques to combine the results coming from different classifiers is
needed. The most common of this type of methods is stacking [26].
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Stacking works by creating a meta-model that learns to predict the final class to
be assigned to a new example based on the classes predicted by the classification
models that compose the ensemble. In order to learn a meta-model, a training set
is built using a leave-one-out procedure. The most important decisions concerning
stacking methods are the attributes to be used in the meta data set and the algorithm
that will learn the meta model.
Ting and Witten [27], for instance, proposed a stacking method that predicts the
probability distributions over the set of class values, rather than single class values.
In this case, the meta-level attributes are the probabilities of each of the class values
returned by each of the base level classification models in the ensemble. In this same
work, the authors show there are several learning algorithms that are not suitable
for learning meta-models, and they recommend a multi-response linear regression
method for this task.
So far, we described some of the most used methods to create ensembles of classification models. Recently, AdaBoost [28] and random forests have been shown to
be particularly powerful. At the same time, a lot of approaches using evolutionary
algorithms for ensemble building were proposed [11, 8, 12]. In this chapter, we are
particularly interested in what we call evolutionary ensembles. One of the main motivations to combine evolutionary algorithms and ensembles is to take advantage of
the population of individuals (classification models) which is naturally evolved by
the evolutionary algorithm. Section 3 gives an overview of evolutionary algorithms,
and Section 4 describes methods using them to build ensembles of classification
models.

3 Evolutionary Algorithms and Genetic Programming
Evolutionary algorithms [2] are stochastic methods based on Darwin’s concepts of
evolution and survival of the fittest, and they work by evolving a population of candidate solutions to a given target problem. Genetic Programming (GP) [29] is an
area of evolutionary computation which aims to automatically evolve computer programs. Together with other types of evolutionary algorithms, its application is being
successful because of its generality (applicability to potentially any problem domain), global search and associated implicit parallelism and noise tolerance [30, 31].
Essentially, a GP algorithm evolves a population of individuals, where each individual represents a “program” or “executable structure” that is a candidate solution to the target problem. These individuals are evaluated using a fitness function,
which measures the goodness of the candidate solution (program) represented by
the individual. The fittest individuals are usually selected to undergo reproduction,
crossover and mutation operations. The new individuals produced by these operations are used to create a new population, which replaces the old one. This evolutionary process is carried out until an optimum solution or satisfactory solution is
found, or a pre-defined number of generations (iterations) is reached.
The design of a GP algorithm has to consider five essential components:
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1. A set of functions and terminals, used to create the first GP population.
2. The representation of the individuals.
3. The fitness function used to measure the quality of the individuals (candidate
solutions).
4. A selection method.
5. Crossover and mutation operators, which produce new children individuals out
of the selected parent individuals in the current generation (iteration).
The next subsections explain the main concepts involved in the design of these
elements.

3.1 Functions and Terminal Sets
In a GP algorithm, the first population is randomly generated using a set of functions
and terminals. The terminals are usually constants, variables and/or zero-argument
functions. The most common functions are the boolean and arithmetical ones, but
conditional and/or loop statements can also be used.
Although the designer of a GP algorithm has a lot of freedom to choose the
function set, it should not have too many functions, since the more functions the
greater the search space.
One constraint to be considered when choosing the sets of functions and terminals is that the closure property must be respected. This property states that every
function in the function set has to be able to handle all the values it receives as input.
Thus a division operator, for example, has to be modified to cope with division by
zero. This is often implemented by making the operator return a given value, rather
than an error, in case of division by zero.

3.2 Individual representation
Most GP algorithms work with either of two standard individual representations:
a tree or a linear structure [31]. A linear representation is simply a sequence of
commands that are executed from left to right. In a tree representation, the execution
of the commands is usually made in postfix order (reading the leftmost node of the
tree first). The majority of GP algorithms use the tree representation.

3.3 Fitness function and Selection Methods
GP algorithms evolve a population of individuals using the concepts of selection
and survival of the fittest. Hence, after the initial GP population is initialized (usually randomly), individuals are evaluated using a fitness function. This function mea-
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sures how well an individual solves the target problem. It is used to determine which
individuals will have parts of their genetic material (i.e., parts of their candidate
solution) passed onto the next generation via the action of some genetic operator
(reproduction, crossover or mutation). The better the fitness of an individual, the
higher the probability of that individual being selected for reproduction, crossover
or mutation.
There are many selection methods, such as fitness-proportional selection, ranking
selection and tournament selection. Tournament selection, for example, randomly
gets a pre-defined number of individuals from the population and simulates a tournament among them. Typically, the individual with the best fitness is declared the
winner of the tournament and is therefore selected for reproduction, crossover or
mutation.

3.4 Crossover and Mutation Operators
Crossover swaps genetic material (parts of candidate solutions) between two individuals, whereas mutation replaces some part of the genetic material of an individual
with a new randomly-generated genetic material. These two operations are applied
with user-specified probabilities. The basic idea of these operators is as follows.
Crossover re-combines the genetic material of two parent individuals, in order to
produce two new children. If the individuals are represented by trees, randomlyselected subtrees are swapped between the two parents. In the case of linear
genomes, randomly-selected linear segments of code are swapped.
Unlike crossover, mutation acts on a single parent individual of the population. It
randomly selects a subtree of the tree-based genome or a segment of code in linear
genomes and replaces it by a new randomly-generated subtree or code segment.
Both crossover and mutation operations can be implemented in many ways - see
[31] for a detailed review of these operators.
It should be noted that, although the mechanisms of crossover and mutation are
essentially a form of random moves in the search space (which makes them problem independent), a GP algorithm as a whole is a heuristic search method, because
crossover and mutation are applied to parent individuals which are selected based
on their (problem dependent) fitness, i.e. a measure of their ability in solving the
target problem. Hence, by iteratively applying crossover and mutation operators to
the best programs of the current gereration (iteration), the population of programs
gradually evolves to better and better programs.

4 Evolutionary Methods for Creating Ensembles
Evolutionary algorithms and ensembles can be used together in two different broad
approaches. In the first one, the evolutionary algorithm has the same role as a tra-
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ditional classification algorithm: it builds a classification model from data. In this
case, each individual in the EA represents a classification model, and a subset of
them is selected and then combined using one of the traditional ensemble techniques, such as bagging or boosting [18]. The selection of the models (individuals)
that will compose the final ensemble is the most difficult problem to be tackled in
this approach.
In the second approach, evolutionary algorithms are used to optimize some components – or (broadly speaking) “parameters” – of an ensemble. These components
or parameters might vary from the best set of attributes [10] to the number of classification models that should compose an ensemble [32]. Combinations of both strategies are also valid [9].
The evolutionary algorithm-based ensemble method proposed in this chapter can
be considered as a new method belonging to the above second approach where,
instead of optimizing a simple parameter - such as ensemble size, we “optimize”
(evolve) a fundamental “macro-parameter”: the classification algorithms that will
produce the classification models that will compose the ensemble. In other words, a
genetic programming algorithm is used to automatically create an entire set of classification (more precisely, rule induction) algorithms. After the evolved rule induction algorithms are applied to the data being mined, they create a set of classification
models (rule sets), from which an ensemble of rule sets is produced. This method
will be explained in detail in Section 5. Before moving to that section, however, this
section reviews related work on evolutionary algorithm-based ensemble methods.
Let us now describe some methods following the first approach described above.
One of the first ideas of combining ensembles and genetic programming (GP) was
presented by Iba [18], who introduced the BagGP and BoostGP algorithms. In both
algorithms, each individual in the population represents a classification model, and
the population of a GP algorithm is divided into S sub-populations. In the case of
BagGP, each subpopulation is trained with a data set of size N, sampled with replacement from the original training set (which also has size N). The best individuals of
each population have the right to vote when classifying new examples in the test set.
BoostGP follows the same basic algorithmic procedure that AdaBoost does. At
the beginning of the evolutionary process, each example of the training set is associated with the same weight w. The probability of an example being chosen to be
part of the sampled training set, which has the same size as the original training set,
is proportional to the weight it is associated with. Each sub-population is evolved
sequentially with a different training set, and the weights are updated according to a
loss function. After all the sub-populations are evolved, the best individual of each
population votes to classify a new example.
In this same line of work, Folino et al [33] proposed a boosting system based on
cellular genetic programming that they named ClustBoostCGPC. ClustBoostCGPC
is a parallel GP algorithm, where each processing unit evolves a different population (where each individual represents a decision tree), which is locally evaluated.
However, in contrast with the method proposed in [18], at the end of the evolution
the well-known k-means clustering algorithm [34] is used to generate clusters of
individuals for each population. The best individuals of each cluster in each pop-
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ulation are chosen to build the ensemble. One drawback of this method is that it
can generate really large ensembles, so the authors use some pruning strategies to
remove individuals from a previously built ensemble.
Chen et al [11] proposed a multi-objetive evolutionary algorithm that, combined
with a Bayesian automatic relevance determination (ARD) method [35], designed
and trained ensembles of neural networks using attribute selection. The neural nets
were initially built using a subset of attributes from the training set, and their parameters optimized using the Bayesian ARD method. The evolutionary algorithm
was used to evolve neural networks with few attributes and low error rate. At the
end of the evolutionary process, a logistic regression method was used to choose the
networks that would be part of the ensemble.
Gagne et al [8] proposed and compared two evolutionary algorithms for ensemble learning. The first, named Off-EEL (an “off-line” ensemble construction
method), used an evolutionary algorithm to evolve neural networks and built the
ensemble after evolution using a greedy approach. The second approach, named
On-EEL (an “on-line” ensemble construction method), used the same type of evolutionary algorithm but selected the final classification models that would form the
ensemble during the evolution process. The results showed that the first approach
obtained better results than the second one. They claim this result can be explained
by the On-EEL getting often trapped in local optima in the search space.
Kim et al [9] also proposed a local selection algorithm to evolve ensembles
of neural nets combined with attribute selection. In this case, each neural net was
trained with a different subset of attributes, but individual neural networks and ensembles were evolved simultaneously. Each individual was represented by a binary
string that encoded the attributes that should be used to train the neural network and
the list of ensembles the individual’s classification model belonged to. In this way,
the ensembles being evolved competed directly to each other, and the individual
neural networks also competed among themselves, and were allowed to move to the
fittest ensembles.
In contrast to the methods described until now, Sirlantzis et al [32] used an evolutionary algorithm to select the best combination of a set of pre-defined classification algorithms and voting strategies, following the second approach previously
described. Depending on the problem being tackled, they used 6 or 12 classification
algorithms together with 4 voting strategies.
This was also the approach followed by Kim and Cho [12], where an evolutionary
algorithm was used to find ensembles of pairs of attribute selection method and
classification algorithm. In this case, they pre-defined 7 attribute selection methods
and 6 classification algorithms. This generated 42 pairs of attribute selection method
and classification algorithm, which were represented in an individual as a vector
with 42 positions (“genes”). Each individual vector’s gene could be represented by
a binary digit or a real-valued number. In the first case, a 1 indicated that the pair of
attribute selection method and classification algorithm associated with that gene is
part of the ensemble being evolved. In the second case, a number different from 0
meant the pair associated with the gene was being used in the ensemble, and its vote
when classifying unseen examples was weighted by the value present in that gene
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of the individual. Hence, each individual represented an ensemble of classification
models, which would be generated using the pairs of attribute selection method and
classification algorithms indicated by its gene vector.
All the evolutionary algorithms described above aim to create very accurate and
diverse ensembles. In order to achieve that, beside the ideas already discussed,
other mechanisms were also used to improve the effectiveness of the evolutionary algorithm-based ensemble systems. For instance, fitness based on accuracy was
combined with niching mechanisms or modified according to co-evolution principles [36], and speciation was applied [37]. Moreover, multi-objective EAs (MOEAs)
became commonly used as a way to optimize both accuracy and diversity simultaneously [38].

5 Building an Ensemble of Rule Sets from Rule Induction
Algorithms Automatically Created by Genetic Programming
As pointed out before, the main difference among the evolutionary method proposed
in this paper and other evolutionary algorithm-based ensemble methods proposed in
the literature is that the evolutionary method proposed here does not evolve classification models. Instead, it evolves complete rule induction algorithms. The evolved
rule induction algorithms are then used to produce rule sets composing an ensemble.
The method proposed uses a grammar-based genetic programming (GGP) algorithm to evolve a population of rule induction algorithms [39]. GGP [40] is a special
type of genetic programming (GP) algorithm where the individuals are generated
following the production rules of a grammar (instead of sets of terminals and functions), which enforces the generation of syntactically correct individuals only. Besides, the grammar can incorporate background knowledge about how the problem
being tackled is solved. In the case of the system used in this paper, the grammar
incorporates knowledge about how humans design rule induction algorithms.
As explained before, there are some elements in GP that need to be defined according to the problem being tackled. In the case of GGP, the sets of terminals and
functions of a standard GP is replaced by a grammar, which is described in detail
in [14, 39]. Each individual represents a complete rule induction algorithm, such as
CN2 or Ripper. Fig.1 shows an example of an individual generated by following the
production rules of the grammar.
In order to extract from an individual’s tree the pseudo-code of the corresponding
rule induction algorithm, we read all the terminals (leaf-nodes) in the tree from left
to right. The tree in Figure 1, for example, represents the pseudo-code of the CN2
algorithm [15] producing an ordered list of rules, with the beam-width (or star size,
using the CN2 terminology) parameter set to 5 and the statistical significant test
threshold set to 0.01.
Figure 2 shows the scheme of the proposed method. As observed, it represents a
standard evolutionary algorithm execution, combined with some interesting points.
First, as already explained, the individuals of the first population are generated by
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Fig. 1 Example of a GGP individual (candidate rule induction algorithm)

following the production rules of a grammar. Second, the individuals are evaluated
using a “meta-training set”, which is composed of a set of n complete data sets (i.e.
a training set and a validation set for each data set, with no overlapping of examples
between these two sets). After executing the candidate rule induction algorithm in
each data set i of the meta-training set, a fitness function based on the average of
the value of f iti (given by Eq. 1) over all data sets is calculated. In Eq. 1, Acci
represents the accuracy (on the validation set) obtained by the rules discovered by
the rule induction algorithm in the training set of data set i. DefAcci represents the
default accuracy (the accuracy obtained when using the most frequent class in the
training examples to classify all examples in the validation set).
( Acc −De f Acc
i
i
1−De f Acci , if Acci > DefAcci
f iti = Acc
(1)
−De
f
Acc
i
i
, otherwise
De f Acci
Note that, for each data set in the meta-training set, the validation set has the
same role as the test set in conventional classification, consisting of examples unseen
during training. However, we prefer to use the term validation set (rather than test
set) in this context because the fitness values of individuals are iteratively computed
by accessing the validation set many times during evolution, and so the term test set
would be misleading.
By executing the candidate rule induction algorithms in a set of different classification problems, we aim at automatically evolving robust rule induction algorithms
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Fig. 2 Scheme of the GGP algorithm used to create the ensemble

which can generalize well on new data sets (application domains), different from
the data sets (application domains) used in the meta-training set. During the evolution, individuals created by crossover and mutation operations also have to be valid
according to the grammar. A detailed description of this system can be found in
[14, 39].
At the end of the evolution, all the individuals in the last population (or a subset
of them, depending on the version of the system used – see next Section) are used
to create an ensemble of rule sets. That is, for each rule induction algorithm in
the last population, we run it in each new target data set (unseen during the GGP
algorithm’s evolution), producing a corresponding rule set, and then we create an
ensemble consisting of the rule sets produced by those rule induction algorithms.
Once such an ensemble of rule sets has been produced, two different voting
strategies can be used to combine the rule sets’ predictions, namely majority voting and fitness-weighted voting. The majority voting strategy, as its name suggests,
classifies an example as belonging to the class predicted by the highest number of
rule sets in the ensemble. The fitness-weighted voting strategy weighs the vote of
each rule set according to the fitness value attributed to its corresponding individual
(rule induction algorithm) in the GGP algorithm’s last generation (see Eq. 1).
As pointed out before, the success of an ensemble is highly dependent on the
diversity and accuracy of the individuals belonging to it. In terms of accuracy, it is
expected that, at the end of the evolutionary process, all the individuals will present
accuracies at least better than the ones obtained by the baseline classification model
(which always predicts the most frequent class in the training set for all examples
in the test set). In terms of diversity, an analysis of the components of the grammar
present in the individuals of the last generation showed that usually a diverse set of
rule induction algorithms is evolved.
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Table 1 Data sets used to create ensembles
Data set Examples Attributes Classes Def. Acc.(%)
crx
690
5
2
67.7
heart-c
303
13
2
54.5
ionosphere
351
34
2
64
sonar
208
60
2
53
segment
2310
19
7
14.3

6 Computational Experiments
This section describes experiments performed to create ensembles of rule sets from
the last population of individuals (rule induction algorithms) evolved by the GGP algorithm (with a population size of 100 individuals). Experiments were performed in
5 UCI data sets [41], listed in Table 1. The figures in the column Examples indicate
the number of examples present in the data set, followed by the number of attributes
and classes. The last column shows the default accuracy (the accuracy obtained
when using the most frequent class in the training set to classify new examples in
the test set). It is important to emphasize that these data sets are different from the
ones used in the GGP algorithm’s meta-training set during the evolutionary process.
In the experiments reported in this work, the data sets used in the meta-training set
were monks-2, monks-3, balance-scale, lymph and zoo.
The accuracies obtained by the ensemble of rule sets produced by the evolved
rule induction algorithms (from now on referred to as Rule-Ens for short) using the
two voting strategies explained in Section 5 were compared to the accuracies obtained by the rule set produced by the single best individual returned to the user as
the best evolved rule induction algorithm (GGP-RI). Table 2 shows the results obtained by a 5-fold cross validation procedure (with numbers after the symbol ± representing standard deviations). The results were compared using a paired two tailed
Student’s t-test with significance level 0.05. Cells in dark gray represent significant
wins of Rule-Ens against the GGP-RI. In Table 2 the column names “Rule-Ens Maj.”
and “Rule-Ens Fit.” refer to Rule-Ens using the majority voting and fitness-weighted
voting strategies, respectively.
The results in Table 2 show that, for the data set segment, both the ensemble
using a majority voting and the ensemble using a fitness-weighted voting obtained
better predictive accuracy rates than the GGP-RI. All the other results obtained are
considered to be statistically the same as the ones obtained by the GGP-RIs.
The results in Table 2 were produced by using all individuals (rule induction
algorithms) of the last population to produce rule sets and combining all those rule
sets into an ensemble. In a second set of experiments, we tried to reduce the number
of rule sets in the ensemble. We selected a subset of rule induction algorithms to
be used to produce the rule sets for the ensemble according to the following two
methods.
In the first method we selected the top 10 individuals of the last population according to a fitness-based ranking (where fitness is given by Eq. 1) and created the
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Table 2 Predictive accuracy rates (%) obtained by the ensemble of rule sets built from the last
population of evolved rule induction algorithms using two different voting strategies
Data Set
crx
heart-c
ionosphere
segment
sonar

Rule-Ens Maj.
83.2 ± 0.02
80.54 ± 0.02
86.3 ± 0.01
97.01 ± 0.002
74.38 ± 0.05

Rule-Ens Fit.
82.01 ± 0.02
81.86 ± 0.02
89.91 ± 0.01
96.45 ± 0.003
74.87 ± 0.04

GGP-RIs
79.4 ± 0.01
76.6 ± 0.036
86.9 ± 0.024
94.5 ± 0.005
73.1 ± 0.036

corresponding ensemble of rule sets produced by those individuals (denoted EnsTop). In the second method we selected the top 5 and the bottom 5 individuals of
the last population according to a fitness-based ranking and combined the rule sets
produced by both groups of individuals in a single ensemble (denoted Ens-Mix).
This last method intuitively tends to increase the diversity of the selected rule induction algorithms (which in turn tends to increase the diversity of their produced
rule sets), once similar rule induction algorithms are likely to have similar fitness
values. The results obtained are presented in Table 3. Again, a paired two-tailed
Student’s t-test with significance level of 0.05 was used to evaluate the statistical
significance of the differences in the accuracies obtained by each of the two proposed ensemble methods and the GGP-RI baseline, and significant wins of one of
the proposed ensemble methods are highlighted in dark grey in the table.
Table 3 shows that both types of ensembles obtain significantly better predictive
accuracies than the GGP-RI baseline in the segment data set, and that the ensemble
produced by using the mixed strategy (which in theory has more diverse rule sets)
also obtains significantly better predictive accuracies than the GGP-RI baseline in
the crx data set. Note that in the crx data set only the accuracy of Ens-Mix (and not
the accuracy of Ens-Top) is significantly better than the accuracy of GGP-RI. This
result shows that the weaker individuals in the last population actually contribute
to generate a better ensemble (since the weaker individuals tend to increase the
diversity of the rule sets in the ensemble) in the crx data set, leading to the generation
of a better ensemble by comparison with the ensemble consisting only of rule sets
produced by the strongest individuals in the last population. It is important to point
out that the difference in fitness values from the best to the worst individual in the
last population was significant in the case of the crx data set, but even the worst
individual of the population could not be considered a bad individual, after being
evolved for 100 generations.
In conclusion, overall the ensembles built with 10 individuals selected from the
last population produced better results than the ensembles produced by taking all the
100 individuals of the last population into account. In addition, mixing the rule sets
produced by the 5 best and the 5 worst individuals of the last population according
to fitness values produced ensembles presenting good results (significantly better
than the GGP-RI baseline) in 2 out of the 5 data sets used in the experiment.
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Table 3 Predictive accuracy rates (%) obtained by an ensemble of rule sets built from a set of 10
rule induction algorithms selected from the last population of evolved rule induction algorithms
Data Set
crx
heart-c
ionosphere
segment
sonar

Ens-Top
80.99 ± 0.02
80.55 ± 0.02
85.76 ± 0.012
97.01 ± 0.002
74.38 ± 0.05

Ens-Mix
84.2 ± 0.02
82.18 ± 0.01
85.76 ± 0.01
96.71 ± 0.003
74.39 ± 0.05

GGP-RIs
79.4 ± 0.01
76.6 ± 0.036
86.9 ± 0.024
94.5 ± 0.005
73.1 ± 0.036

7 Conclusions and Future Research Directions
This paper proposed a new evolutionary algorithm-based method to produce an
ensemble of rule sets. More precisely, the proposed method consists of two basic
stages. First, it exploits the population-based search of a genetic programming algorithm to automatically evolve a diverse set of rule induction algorithms. We emphasize that what is being evolved by the genetic programming algorithm is a set
of complete rule induction algorithms, with the same level of complexity as wellknown manually-designed algorithms like CN2 or Ripper, rather than classification
models as in many other evolutionary algorithms. Secondly, the set of evolved rule
induction algorithms in the last population (or a selected subset of those algorithms)
is used to produce a set of rule sets (one rule set for each rule induction algorithm),
which are then combined into an ensemble of rule sets.
Experiments in 5 public-domain data sets showed that by using a simple majority
voting scheme the ensembles of rule sets produced by using all the individuals or
only 10% of the individuals in the last population were capable of obtaining predictive accuracy rates higher than the ones obtained by a single rule set (produced by
the best individual in the last population) in 2 out of the 5 data sets.
Concerning future research directions, we believe these “proof of concept” results can be improved by adding some diversity measure to the genetic programming
algorithm’s fitness function, or by using a more sophisticated technique to select the
evolved individuals (rule induction algorithms) that will be used to produce the rule
sets composing the ensemble.
In addition, other voting schemes, and even a meta-classification model, could
also be used to compute the ensemble prediction. An interesting experiment would
involve to actually leave up to the genetic programming algorithm the task of selecting how many and which individuals should be used and which voting scheme
should be used to maximize the predictive accuracy of the resulting ensemble.
Yet another research direction to be explored is to use a multi-objective version
of the genetic programming algorithm (based on the concept of Pareto dominance)
which simultaneously optimizes both the diversity and the accuracy of the individuals being evolved.
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